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What seemed like a simple program glitch
on a revolutionary mining machine turns
out to be more serious. Far more serious.
The machine, called BARD-P1 is hijacked
by a hacker who has no idea what he is
about to unleash. The machine punches
through side of a cavern that is over five
miles deep. The tunnel fills with a fog that
is from an unknown origin. In an attempt to
clear the tunnel they use large fans to vent
it into the atmosphere.
Within days
workers start to become sick and die. The
CDC,( Center for Disease Control) and a
special agency created during the height of
the Cold War,
the Deadly Virus
Containment Team (DVCT), are called in
to identify and stop the spread of the virus.
In the beginning it is identified as Ebola
but soon mutates into a Chimera.
As
millions are dying, the virus continues to
spread. The two agencies work furiously
to determine the exact makeup of the virus
and its origin. Unknown to the two
agencies, other forces are at work to keep
the truth from being discovered. It is a
frantic race against time to find a cure and
stop the spread before the entire earths
population is decimated. There is nonstop
action that will make even the most
optimistic person stop and think about the
dangers of the world we live in. One small
accident could determine the fate of the
planet.
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Images for Chimera Chimera definition, (often initial capital letter) a mythological, fire-breathing monster, commonly
represented with a lions head, a goats body, and a serpents tail. UCSF Chimera Home Page - RBVI Chimera Music
@Chimera_Music. RT @yokoono: A song is great when it touches you, and inspires you to live a good life CHIMERA
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(Khimaira) - Three-Headed Monster of Greek Mythology Platform, Installer, Size, and Checksum, Date, Notes.
Microsoft Windows 64-bit, . Size: 115415636 bytes Guardian of the Chimera - Official Path of Exile Wiki UCSF
Chimera is a highly extensible program for interactive visualization and analysis of molecular structures and related
data, including density maps, Chimera Define Chimera at (in Greek mythology) a fire-breathing female monster with
Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. One Person, Two Sets of DNA: The
Strange Case of the Human Jan 5, 2012 The macaque monkey chimeras each contain cells originating in different
embryos with distinct genomes. Chimera Tutorials Index Chimera, chimaira, or chimaera may refer to: Chimera
(mythology), a monstrous creature with parts from multiple animals Mount Chimaera, the region in Lycia Chimera A
package for secondary analysis of fusion products. Bioconductor version: Release (3.5). This package facilitates the
characterisation of fusion products events. Chimera (The X-Files) - Wikipedia Aug 8, 2016 The news that researchers
want to create human-animal chimeras has generated controversy recently, and may conjure up ideas about Chimera: In
medicine, a person composed of two genetically distinct types of cells. Human chimeras were first discovered with the
advent of blood typing when it 3 Human Chimeras That Already Exist - Live Science First human-pig chimera
created in milestone study Science The Jan 26, 2017 First human-pig chimera created in milestone study. Prospect
of growing human organs for transplantation raised by creation of first ever Chimera - Wikipedia Aug 5, 2016
Chimeras arent always man-made there are a number of examples of human chimeras that already exist. Chimera
Chimera Definition by Merriam-Webster in Colorado. The choice of Visionaries since 1980. CHIMERA IN
CINEMA/BROADCAST THE HISTORY OF CHIMERA CHIMERA IN PHOTOGRAPHY CHIMERA: Romance
Corpora and Linguistic Studies Apr 27, 2017 Guardian of the Chimera is the map boss for the Pit of the Chimera
MapPit of the Chimera MapMap Level: 83. Map Tier: 16. Guild Character Chimera - Wiktionary A genetic chimerism
or chimera (also spelled chimaera) is a single organism composed of cells from different zygotes. This can result in male
and female organs Chimera of Arezzo - Wikipedia Join Sonoma Countys First Community Arts & Maker Space Learn
More. Chimera Music: Home From Middle English chimere, from French chimere, from Latin chimaera, from Ancient
Greek ??????? (khimaira, chimera female goat), from ??????? (khimaros, 3 Human Chimeras That Already Exist Scientific American A chimera is something youve imagined thats bits and pieces of other things mashed together into
a new horrible fantasy, something impossible in real life that chimera - Dictionary Definition : May 18, 2017
Chimera. Chimera. Chimera. Race, Beast. No. 123. A synthetic creature composed with the heads of a lion, a sheep, and
a dragon and the tail Medical Definition of Chimera - MedicineNet The bronze Chimera of Arezzo is one of the best
known examples of the art of the Etruscans. It was found in Arezzo, an ancient Etruscan and Roman city in chimera Wiktionary In Greek mythology the Chimera was a three-headed monster which ravaged the countryside of Lycia. It
was a bizarre fire-breathing creature with the body and chimera - definition of chimera in English Oxford
Dictionaries Home - Chimera Tutorials Index. Getting Started - Menu Version Part 1 - Manipulation, Selection, and
Chains Part 2 - Molecular Representations and Surfaces. Getting Started Chimera Board Game BoardGameGeek
Mar 10, 2015 In particular, she was a blood group chimera, an often undetectable condition that is generally found
among twins and in those who absorbed Bioconductor - chimera The Chimera was, according to Greek mythology, a
monstrous fire-breathing hybrid creature of Lycia in Asia Minor, composed of the parts of more than one Chimera
(mythology) - Wikipedia CHIMERA is a peer-reviewed journal with an international scope, publishing a wide range of
corpus-based studies on Romance languages. The aim of the Download UCSF Chimera Chimera is the sixteenth
episode of the seventh season of the science fiction television series The X-Files. It premiered on the Fox network in the
United States, Chimera monkeys created in lab by combining several embryos Define chimera: Chimera : a monster
from Greek mythology that breathes fire and has a lions head, a goats body, and a chimera in a sentence. Chimera
(genetics) - Wikipedia Chimera. (Greek mythology) One of the many fantastical offspring of Typhon and Echidna, a
multi-headed monster represented as vomiting flames. It had the
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